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Several tasks pertinent to flight control in paraneter uncertainty 
and wind-gust loading have been successfully completed. 
Identification Algoritlnns for extracting stability and control 
derivatives from flight data ta}--lng gust loading into account have been 
developed. They have been verified by sim~lation and evaluated throughly 
on actual flight data taken on a Lockheed Jet Star flying in turbulence. 
In particular the need for automatically generated dither-like inputs has 
been studied. 
Criteria for performance evaluation using stochastic models have been 
developed for gust alleviation as well as handling qualities. Algori thns 
for assessing degradation in performance due to par~€ter uncertainty 






'This report deals \-.1. th the general problem of flight control taking 
into account parameter uncertainty and wind gust loading. The folloW:...ne 




~velop criteria for asses~~t of control 
perfo:nnance for uncertain systems vnth pa!'-
ticular reference to flight control under 
parameter uncertainty and gust loads. 
Develop identification algo~ithrrs for 
stabili~j and control derivatives fran flight 
data ta}-..ing gust loading into a::count, and 
assessinb the need for auto~aticall)' generated 
dither-like inputs. 
Evaluate the ~2rforITance 0: id~~tifica~ion 






in section 1.1 which embraces indices of performance for both categories, 
an:} present formulas . for assessing degradation in performance due to 
p3.I'a1reter. uncertainty. In section 1.2 we illustrate the theory by 
evaluating the degradation in gust alleviation for typical flight condi-
tions using I.J::)ckheed Jet Star data. In particualr tole use stability and 
control parameters obtained with dither-like inputs as reflecting uncer-
tainty in pararreters, and in this way assess the efficacy of dither-lfre 
inputs for parameter identification in flight test data containing gust 
loading. A new handling quality criterion is developed in section 1.3 
using a stochastic pilot input model (see L .. W. Taylor [1]) as t-lell as 
the corresponding optimal feedback control. 
Section 2 is devoted to Task B. Using a continous-time t-:hite noise 
theory developed by the Principal Investigator, a rraximur:l likelihood 
identification algorithm for flight test data containing wind gust response 
is developed in sections 2.1 and 2. 2 . The first results using this theory 
were reportcd by K. v!. Iliff in his UCLA thesis [2]. The specifics of the 
algorith'!lS employed in the present t-x:>rk are quite different hot-lever. The 
algorithns "'!-:re verified by simulating longitudinal short period mtion 
accounti!1e for vertical wind gust nodelled by the Dryden Spectru.r.:. The 
simulation results are prcsented in section 2.3. 
Tnc bulk of the results presented in this report is contained in 
section 3 wnere we evaluate the perfo~~ce of identification alf,c~itrr.s 
(developed in sectio~ 2.2) for typical flight conditions, as required 
u.~der task C. Flight test data taken on a l.ock.~eed Jet Star flyinr in 
heavy turbt,llence (ob~ained cou..""tesy of DrRC) t--:as used. Trr:? tine-histcr; 







section analysed separately. The stability and control derivatives were 
extracted as well as the gust intensity. Horeover the vertical gust 
velocity wave-fonn has been reconstructed and the corresponding power 
density spectrum plotted. The results generally agree with those of [2 J , 
and provide a thorough and extensive evaluation of the identification 
a1gorit~s for typical flight conditions. 
Section 4 utilized the Jet Star flight data to study the efficacy of 
using dither-like inputs in place of conscious pilot inputs. Two meneuvers 
not containing pilot input lo.'ere used for this purpose and the algorithms 
used to determine the derivatives. The extracted values are compared with 
the derivatives obtained during an adjacent maneuver \-lith a significant 
pilot input. 
All the tasks, A, B, and C have been successfully completed, as the 
report will indicate. 
Finally, and Appendix (Appendix I) examines a oosic question in 
flight-test data processing: whether system m::rlels should be time-
discrete or time-continuous. It is sho.m that for type of flight-test 











1. ASSESS!-lE\T OF CONTROL PERfOPJ1AJ~:E UNDG p'~_'D~.;!'!LID. 1.nJCE?TAIJ7f oAJ-ID G'';::;T 
LO:'\DIrKJ. 
1.1 The Basic Formulas 
In this section we develop some reneral fu~~las fer the asses~nt 
of the degradation in control perferr.-ance due to parameter uncertainty. 
As we shall shot., in Sectbn 3, it is general enough in formulation to 
irY~lude both gust alleviation and ha"1dling quality criteria. 
We begin with th' linea!""ized state equations of r.oticn: 
x (t)= Ax(t) + Bu{t) + F net) 
yet) = Cx(t) + G n(t) 
} <1.1) 
where x(t) is the state (enhanced as necessary t~ take care of the \,-:'00 
gust m:del tdth the Dryden or similar- rat':onal spectrl.1m), and yet) re-
presents the sensor data available. The rratrix A represents the s-:abili ty 
derivatives, anj the mtrix B cC'ntains the c-::mtrcl derivative:) 
G -.'0 = I 0 0 ' 
r G:O: = 0, 









--~-----:---~---------.~.- --.- ,---~ 
.~ 
r 
T normal acceleration), and A is a suitably chosen positive n~ber to yield 
the appropriate level of control constraint. Edenotes expected value. 
We are interested prinErily in the case t-.nere T is large (or, T -.: co ,. in 
We kna.-l that the optimll control that minimises the JX'rfcrmancc 
criterion chosen is given by: 
=-8":: P x (t) f).. 
c 0 
where Pc satisfies the Control Riccatti Equation: 
. 
P (t) + N: P (t) + P (t)A + U:L - P (t)BB;:P (t) f).. = 0 
c' c c c c 
, , 
P (T) = 0 
c 
(1.3) 
As we have ~~jicated, we are p~ir.arily interested in the case of 'lar~e' 
T, so t1Bt v:e rrdY use the 'steady state' version, setting the time 
d€!'ivative to be zero: 
(lou) 
.... 
The Kaln::..'1 es'tim3.te x(t) is defined t.',': 
.... .... 
= ,A.x(t) + B u (t) +r c C:"(y(t)-Cx(t) ) 
C J. 
where, consistent \d th out stead:.' state vieh"-;:>ei,.t, we" shall ta}:-2: t:iC 
.... 
initial estira:e x(O) to be zel"'O, and Fr the !"ilt'2!" ITutri:-: sa-:isfie::-; 
-7-
I:~~ . 
------------::--~------~---.---- . __ .. --_ .. - -. _. - -- . 
= U.6) 
For the optimal system, the perfornance functiorul 
J = Lim 
T .. co U.7) 
- Tr (V':1P + L* L· J ) 
- f a 
where 
Of course, to achiev£! the value of the p?rfomance criterion bive.."1 
by (1.7) \--'e will need to mOo, the systems param'?ter values exa::tly. Ot.i:' 
task nOi': is to determine \.tlat happens \--'hen the I"arar:,etcrs a!'e \lIL\:nc',.:n, an:! 
ha.ve to be est:im3.ted by an ide.T)tification algorithr:1, or othe!' ~~ns. L2~ 
us denote the est:ir:B.ted para':'leter m1trices by the subs::rirt e. Th'2:1 th2 
feedback control \.:1 11 be deter.nined as: 
\o:here 
u (t) = -B A(P /A) x(t) 
o e c,e 
A'" F + F A 
. 
. , 
e c,e C,e e (1/ \) 
x(t) = !~ x(O +? u (t) + r c :', 
e e 0 f,e e 
, 
~(O) = o. 
0.:3) 
(J , :-; ) 












AeP +P AI" +F f",-P C CI"!, =0 f,e f,e e e e f,e e e f,c (l.ll) 
The problem nOt.,. is to calculate the functlOIl.-:ll J fop thi" choice of 
optimal contlul. v.'c kna..,. of course that it ",ill ~ lcu['cl' than that r . .ivcn 




Under the choice (1.8) thru (1.11), ~e have: 
(1.12) 






x(t) = (A - Pf CI" C ) x(t) + e ,e e e Pf C* ( C'~(t) + G net»~ ,e e . 
".. 
- B B * P X(t)!A (1.14) 
e e c,e 
\ .. here we substituted for yet) from Cl.1) •. \-Je can rC\\Titc thCSl' equ.:!ticns 
in the form: 
. 
z(t) = A z(t) + H net) 
t:! e 




l'. A C"'~ j' "L f ,t' e -BpI" F 0.. c c,c A '-' -






Then letting K denote the carpound matrix: 
K = L 0 
and 
M = 0 I 
so that: 
L x(t) = K z(t) 
M z(t) = x(t) 
and defining 
we have 
R = Lim E( z(t) z(t):',) 
e 
I 
Of course this simplifies to <1. 7) when the pcra:::eters are correct. \'!e 
note that R may be coq>uted by solving the li..r1.ear e~uation: 
e 
-;': 
A R + R A:' + H H = 0 e e e'e e e 
The actual degradatio:l in perfornance is of cOUY'SC thc difference 
beTh'€Cr. <1.17) a:1d n. 7) • The calculation hG-~ver C.J.!l be mad-2 m2'~ 
efficie.'1t ttj notinf that the diffcre."1cC "ill :-: 51:'.:111 tL'1d is ',"211 ap-
proxirrated by the linear temoS only. b oth'2!, .... "C!"'Cs, cienotinr th,· 
-1C'-
• 
differencp by lIN, we have: 
bN = Tr. (K*K 6R ) e 
where 6R
e 
can be calculated by the linear approxiJraticn equation: 
+ H(~~)* + (~)H* = 0 (1.2D) 
. And 6P is calculated fran: 
c 
(N: _ (1/h)P B B~':) (&) + Adjoint . + L* 6L + (6L>": L 
c c 
+(6A)*P + P 6A - P (6B)B* P IA - Adjoint = 0 
c c c c 






+ Adjoint + ( (6F);'; + F (nFl": - Pf (lIC) 0': Pf - Adjoint 
+(M)P
f 










1.2 Application to Jet Star 
We na-J specialise the fonnulas of the previous section to calculate 
the degradaticn in control performance due to uncertainty in the parameters 
to the case of the Lockheed Jet Star. We consider the linearised longitu-
dinal short period motion equations: 
. Za • 15 a = + 0 + Zoe + Za w a e 
.J.i 
v 
0 = Ma + M·e + M 0 + M w a 0 15e e a 
-.B. 
v 
6 = -20 15 + 20 15 e e p 
where 15e is the elevetor deflection due to the pilot input 15p (we are 
neglecting the servo-actuator non-linearity), and the other quantities 
are as before. He asst.ure a Dryden spectrum for the vertical component 
of the gust velocity, and hence we can vlI'i te : 




ex = -v C\ + 01 ( J2 1vLl ) tHt) g 
-r;- g 
where N(') is v.nite Gaussian with u'1it spectral density, S is the scale 
l.enght of the turbulance. The break frequency (radians Iscc) is: 









in this section. 
q '\. Pitch Rate 




a '\. a-Vane deflection angle 
v 
we note that 
n = v [0 - ~1 z g 
av = 
K (a + w ) - K .t 0 ex 



























where the subscrip m denotes the senseI' measurement corrupted by noise. 
Then we can write 
v = Cx+GN 
. 




~ . ~ 
Z 0 1 Z ZcS a a 
e 
0 0 1 0 0 
A = 11 0 Mq M McS a a e 
0 0 0 -v/L 0 
0 0 0 0 -20 
0 
0 





0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
C = i for -\'2 0 t i·j t E - \' Z £. X V Z z a a z q z a a Z 0 6 
e e 
g g g g 
k 0 











0 0 0 0 0 
F = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0'1 ~Ll 
G = gl 0 0 0 0 
0 
. g2 0 0 0 
0 0 .~ 0 0 
0 0 0 g4 0 
'C- _. 2 2 2 2 hi . -
where gl' g2' g3 g4 are w te nOlse spectral de.'1si ties corresponding to , 
the corresponding sensors. 
We take our perfomance criterion to be that of minimising the nomal 
acceleration due to gust. Hence 
L = Y.. 
g 
and is 1 x 5. 
The naninal paralnetcr_ values will be taken to be those listed belw, 




Za = -1.45 
M = -9.79 
~ a 
,\ 
M q = -1.43 
Z& = -0.09S 
e 
M& = -8.15 
e 
2 
°1 = 25.2 
The cort"esponding value of m. s. norr.dl acceleration J was calculated fo!' 
two values of A : A = 1 (large control), A = 10 (~m!ll centrol). Fer 
A = 1, J = .007985; for A = 10, J = .008264. It my be noted trot jn the 
abs~ce of any feedback control, J= .01185.' Ti1e reduction is not srectacu-
lar for the particular centro 1 confib'uraticn, but eup purpose here is to 
illustrate the tech'1iques. To calct;late the p€l'forr.dnce dcgra':ation (due 
to "'TOng pararreter choice) we sh~n take the parameter values exh',!cted 
from naneuver X cort"esponding to the ' dither' in;lUt. In other \\c!'cls, · .. :c 
are determining tl1e adequacy of. IXlr"a'Tcters e>'-D."'acteJ using only a di the!' 
X are. 





M = -0.53 q 
~ Zo = -0.029 
e 
~lo = -G. OIl 
C 
7 
OJ = 2G.81; 
-17-




jj S*,# ... we: Ii • 
. -. ' - ~ -...... -~. ~ ... 
The corresponding values of m. s. nonnal acceleration were: 
). = 1, J = ·008668 
.). = 10, J = .008973 
. The percent degradation is 
). = 1 !JJ = 8.55 % 
-;r 
). = 10 AJ = 8.58 % J 
Tlms the percent rle~dation is relatively insensitive to control effort 
constraint. 
The degr-adatic:. due to ch3.nge in eac.." individual p::rr'ameter was 
calculated using l:he linear approxination theory, and tr..e results are 
shovm in Table 1.1; only the case A = 1 is considered. Note that the 
largest change in pax'arreter occurs for Hq but theperform::.nce degradation 
due to this change is relatively s:ma.ll being only 0.2%. Of course, as is 
only to be expec'ted, the largest perforrraI1ce deg'adation was due to un-
certainty in the cc."7trol variable Zo' It is interestir>~ that t!1e various 
e 
parameter changes ca.'1Cel out; in particular the particular change in 
MIS actually caU9-S . a performmce m;,rove:nent! The net degradation in 
e 
performance of t.~ linear approximation basis yields 10.96% which s~ould 




AM :1:' 4", a jW¥: # .. f 'f6 seQ A 
tends to slightly exaggerate the degradation, at least for this particular 
case • 
It would appear that uncertainties in the control derivatives result 
in greatest degradation While the uncertainties in the stability derivatives 
playa much less significant role. Fortunately in the overall para~ter 



















Performance Degradation (Jet Star Data) 
Due to Parameter Uncertainty 
M.S. Normal Acceleration: No Control: 0.01185 
A = 1 
aminal Parameters Dither Input Estimates 6Perf. Performance Degradatio: 
(Maneuver A) (Maneuver X) U,J IJ) 
-1. 45 -1.41 0.04 -5.0% 
-9.79 -9.42 0.37 -0.08% 
-1. 43 -0.53 0.90 -0.24% 
-0.098 -0.029· 0.069 -7.0% 
-8.15 -6.04 2.11 +1.43% 




1. 3 HANDLING QUALTIY AND GUST ALLEVIATION. 
In this section we develop a ne~" criterion for handline-quality im-
provement and gust alleviation. Following usual practice, we interpret 
handling-quality as the ability of the aircraft to respond closely to 
the pilot input (signal). For this purpose we use a stochastic model for 
the pilot input, and a quadratic eI'!'Or criterion. Vk asume a Dryden or 
similar rational spt:!ctrum model for the gust, and a quadratic minimisation 
criterion as well for gust alleviatia.'1. Finally we add a soft constraint on 
the control effort. 
Mathe;ratically, the problem can then be stated as follows. ":e begin 
with the linearised rigid body perturbation equations of motion of the 
aircraft: 
= ~ x(t) 
mere xC·) is the state, enhanced to include the gust generation rnoeel, 
yC·) is the senso I" output, u(·) is the centrel to be optbised, 2:ld n (t) 
is v.ni te Gaussian with unit spectral density, 









let vet) denote the pilot input. Then we can formulate the 
performance criterion as: 
Here L and Q are appropriately chosen rectangular rntrices, and A is a positive 
constant reflecting the degree of control .effort constraint desired. 
To proceed further t-:e need to specify the model to be asstr.led for 
the representation of the pilot input. Thus let: 
vet) = 
= 
where Net) is white Gaussian with unit spectral density, with 
In Vlhat fo11O' ... '5 we shall specialise to 
where 
G G'" = E: I 2 2 
Wonsingul~) 
I = Identity r.atr.ix. 
as being general enout;h. If E:> 0, this is tantar.ou.'1t to sa::in[ that vIe alIa.·: fer 
sane envr in t'r)e sens::'Y' vle shall consider the case v:he~ E: is zero)se~2.tely 
belCM'. 
1he h:j' step in 0'.1Y' the::~; is to reca.st me ?2r':orr...:!:l::'"~ ". 







It is convenient to specify the dimensions of the various 
vectors and matrices we shall use to clarify the notation • '11lUS let: 
T x n x 1 
1 z mx 1 




Q q x n 
let X denote the (1:l+n) x 1 matrix: 
x =[ ~] 
Then 
= '1'1'. R X X'" 
whcn~ U'L + Q:"~ 









Pr. = (lIT) J 0 EuR X(t), X(t)] + ).[u(t) ,u(t) ] ) dt 
where [, l denotes ll'ner product, and where X(t) satisfies the 'state' equ:l.tion: 






n (t) = 
rHt) 




















The optimal feedback control uo(t) can then be expressed as: 












1(t) Ai + F . F ~: 1 I': p}(t) + ,. - Pf(t)C1 C1 1 1 
F;(t) Al;(t) + P;<t) .~ :'t + r r 2 * 2 -1 - P ret) C2 C2 P ~(t) c 
Finally 
and 















Pc (t) B B:" PC' (t) + R = a 
>.. 
P (7) = o. 
c 
As in mst a~?licaticns, ',:e J:'..:ly use the 'stcaGY state' versions of the ~:::!.t:ti::-:;s 
to the Ricc.:::ti equations. 
!:ither the hanClin[ '1Ua2.it:y cdterio:l or thE: rust 
alleviation C'itericn ( or :,oth) can b..:: e>.';)!,=,ssec.i .in t:~ :Cl"!::: 
,rr 
t J 1\:.; X(t) 1\ 2. dt 
o 






Tr. M*' M Pf + Tr. M* M J 
where J is the solution of the linear equation: 




C = o 
Example 
As a specific example we shall take tr~ one-dimensional pilot r.odel: 




~ = _ (1/1.11) 
: F2 = Idc!1tity 







[an::l oore generally where the full state is observed noise-free, or C2 is 
non singular and £=0] 
" z(t) = z(t) 
and the combined system of equations for x(t) and z(t) is given by: 
. 
,.. 
z(t) = A2z(t) + F2N(t) 
We shall also specialize to the case where we are not interested in gust 
alleviation but only.in hmdling-quality so that 
Q = 0 
We shall further take A = 1 for simplicity. 
The rrain thing is the calculation of pH and p12. For this vIe must 
. c c 
solve the Steady State Riccatti equation for P ~nich in the present case 
c 
is (dropping the subscript c): 
Al*pll + pl~l - pllBlBl*pll + L L* = 0 
f: 




it p21 tc I: f: -1 
P12 C2 LCf1. + A2 - 11. B1 Pn) = = 
p22 
= 
(A +A i:) -1(p21B B I: p12 
2 Z 11' -C~ C2) 
Because £=0, J is now given by: 
1 {: 1 
i: i: I: [P II ClPf Of-, (A - BB P)J + J(A-BB P) + C c· 
o F2 Flo 
] = 0 





1 f. EIIL xCt) - v(t)11 2 dt 
if 
o 
f: {,' [Pi 0] 
= Tr M M J + Tr. M r·( 0 0 
I: 











Taking advantage of the fact that in our exar::ple A'2 is one-diIrensional, 
we have 
etc" and thus expressing I n , J12 in terms of J 22 , 
Finally 
Taking C2 = 4 and the longitudinal Jet-Star equation at the nominal values 
(p, 57) we rove: 
-26c-
- 0' For the Jet-Star 
Z ex 0 1 Zex Zo 
e 
0 0 1 0 0 
Al = M 0 M M Mo ex q ex e 
0 0 0 -w 0 
c 
0 0 0 0 -kA 
0 0 
0 0 
B . = 0 F 1 0 L = 1000011 
0 a 12wc 
v 
kA 0 
10-4 , 10-4 , 
... 
10- 5 ) G = diag. (5 x 1 x 1 X 10-", 5 x 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
. , C1 = 
-vZ 0 0 -vZ -vZo ex ex 
e g g g 





The control gain matrix Pc is calculated to be: 
1.32 -L63 -.224 0 .0Rll 
pll (10-7 ) -1.63 2.02 0.277 0 -.100 = c 
-0.224 0.277 .033 0 -.0l38 
0 0 0 0 0 
.0811 ·-0.1 -.0l38 0 2.07 x 105 
p12 = (10-7) [4.935, -6.ll, -.8393, 0, -1.371 x 106] 
c 
p22 = 4.710 
c 
-Bl~': ~l = 10-7 [-1.622, 2.008, .2759, 0, (-20) (2.07) 105] 
Hence we see that with good approxmation 
= 
where x5 = 0e(t), the actuator output. As expected, the controller virtually 
ignores all other states. Note that the control r-ains a.."'C indepe.11dent: of 
the gust intensity. 
-2£)p-
o. .~\  
-I.' 
'-:'-,'.; .:.~ ':~. 
--! -, --
The corresponding value of the steady-state mean quadratic deviation 
,'0 - * 
= Tr. MM"J + Tr MM Pf 
= 2.58 + 0 
= 2.58 
The matrix J is 
2.13 5.37 3.01 0 -1. 62 0 
5.37 4.59 x 10 4 4.59 0 -5.07 -2.03 
3.01 4.59 9.40 a -3.64 -1. 83 
0 a a 0 a 0 
-1. 62 -4.07 -3.64 0 2.02 1. 04 
-0.08 -2.03 -1. 83 a 1. 04 0.0556 
-26f-






2: mnrrIFIcATION OF DeRIVATIVES FRo:-! FLIGHT DATA: THEORY, AlC"()RI'I'H::S 




In this section we report on Task B: deve10pnent of an a1eoritl:::! for 
extracting stability and control derivatives from flight data taking gust 
into account. Section 2.1 deals with the essential backf;round the,:)ry. 
The algorithm itself is developed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 details of 
verification of the alg~rithm on simulated flight data. 
2.1 THEORY 
The theory will be presented in a degree of generality that C2r. handle 
the linearised model of any rigid-body ail~raft motion, longitudir~l-and-
lateral, and taking gust loading into. account. 
'. .' .. 
We use a 'c6nt·il1ous-ti':'e' model ·rather than a 'discrete-time r.roel 
(as in most of the engineering 1iterattLne) primarily because the da~a 
sampling rate (50 samp1es/ sec) is much hig.er that the Nyquist rate cot'-
responding to the noise bandddth [5 Hert:: at most], so tlut the 'Us'.E1 
assumption of independen~e of noise samples on the output is not v:did. 
On the other hand, tiJre-continuous nojel 'integals' are \\'ell arrrc. .. c. ... :Bted 
by 'Sllr.'lS'. A fuller discussion of the trade-offs in tr.e choice be:>.;een 
the two m:>dels rray be found in Appen.:iix I. 
It is convenient to I'e\·:rite the motion equations and S8l1s:>r d.=l-;:3 b 
state-space form. Thus we reve: 
~(t) = A xCt) + B u(t) + r net) 
for the 'state' equation, where the ll1cTtri-x 1\ contains the stability 





(6 cS cS etc.) and net) is White Gaussian noise vdth unit spectral 
e' a' r < • 
density J/'dtrix. The term F net) charC1Cterises the gust, as we shall see 
below. We denote by the colurm vector Y(t), the various sensor outputs 
(observed data> and can be expressed as 
Y (t) = CX(t) + D u(t) + G net). 
The 'state' noise F n (t) and "observation noise" G n (t) are independent: 
and 
,,,; 
GG = diag. [d.] 
~ 
mth all d. positive - corresponding to the fact that we do not assume 
~ ---
that any sensor is noise-free. 
\\e denote bye the (vector of) various \.Il1k!!ovm parameters in all the 
matrices l .. , B, C, D, F, we estimate '0' by mirrl::d.sing \-lith res?€c-': to 0, 
the unla1ov.'n initial state Xo and possibly unJm:r ... n noise matrix diag. 
{ di }, as v:ell as bias: 
q (0;T) 
= Tr. log GG", + 1 f'T'o· [(yet) - c:::(~) - DuCt», 
T 
( ~~ ... )-l ~ - C'" + Tr. '.:;<:;:" '-;-" (2.1) 
r 
~ --
where ~(t) is the Y..alman state estiJnate defined by: 
. (A - P C1:(GG*)-1 C) x (t) x (t) = 
+ B u(t) 
* i; -1 yet) + PC (GG) (2.2) 
x(O) = x D 
and P is determined by: 
o = A P + P A* + r r* - P c* (GG*)-l C P (2.3) 
:': 
let us next cal=u1ate the C - R bound mitrb::, assuming that (GG ) 
is koown. . Let 
" ,.. 
Y (t) = Cx(t) + D u(t) 
R (0 ; T) = 
W'here {ai } denote "die components of 0. 
value of 0, the C. R. bound ffi3.trb:: is 
R (0 T)-l 
o 
- 30-
(t), c Y (t) ] dtt 
a J a. 
1 
(2.4) 





where a is the true-value of a (no rrodel error). 
o 
we approximate this by 
"-
where a is our estimate for a and 
T 
R ( a; T ) { IT = 1 "- 1 (t), ClY (t)] dt 1· a T 0 a. -J 
Note that the approxination depends on the observed data directly (in 
,.. 
addition to the dependence via aT' the estirrate). 
2.2 ALGORITH!'lS 
(2.5) 
In this section we develop the algorithms for para~eter estimation 1n 
the generality of the fOrT.Ulation 0: Section 2.1. 
In minimising (2.1) we f:irst use nominal values fer the stability 
.'. 
derivatives, and take G G" as the identity. natrix, unless there is a 
priori values of {di } available from previous £lib!":t test data in cle.:lr 
a:ir. In the first iteration step \O:e vary only the Ccnn"Ol derivati".·€; 
(in B and D) as well as the biases. Hate th.:!t in this process A, C, F, and 
P renain fixed . 
.'. 
A first estinate for (G G") is then o~tail'icj u::,i!1[;: 
Cy (t) - Y (t) )? dt 
1. 
where ( ) i denotes i th CO~0:1·2nt.. 
using this value of (,~ G;;) we no,,' iterate \·:i th resp-22t 1:0 all the para:-:;cter", 









+1 = 8 - R C8 -T)-l G C8 -T) r n' n' 
where G (8;T) is the vector with components 
I T [(GG :":)-1 d Y (t), yet) - YCt) ] dt o a Q. 
1 
+ Tr. (G G*)-l t c PC': l 
Q. 
1 
imd R (8;T) as defined already i.'1 (2.5) 
A few ~rds on the details of the cOr:lI'llter calculation of relevCL'1t 
quantities llBy be in order_ The llBln step is the calculation of the pa!'tial 
derivaties of dynamic variables: 
For this, \ole take the first order' variation on the Kalrrc.r. e;ua:t:'on: 
~t( Cl x(t) ) :.: x(t) :': X(1:) a = (A - PC C) Cl + Cl (:. .. ? C C) 
a. ~ a 
1 IJ· 0.. 1- , 













is determined from the linear equation: 









We also note that the inteeration of the time continous lineou-
equation 
~(t) = A x(t) + E u(t) 
is perfcrned as; 
AI. 






where Il is the sampling intt::r'Val (0,02 sec. in our case), 
The Riccati natrix P is computed by the following algorithm: 
[we assurr.e A-Stable, A - r controllability and C - A observabilityJ: 
. compute A from: 
-.': i: 
A A+AA+C C = 0 
then solve (the linear equation) 
.'. .'. 













2.3 VDUFIc..A.TION OF AU;ORI'I'H:-lS: SIHUlATlmJ RESULTS • 
The algorithms developed in the previous section were verified by 
simulating the longitudinal short-::>eriod rrotion dynamics. The equations 
used in State Space form t,ere: 
{X(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Fn (t) s 









r :. 0 1 z Zo Zo ex e 









0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
l H -v 0 l H- l H -Vz C = z ex Zex z 0 z ex ex 
g g g 
k 0 -l k k 









0 gl 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 g2 
F = 0 0 G = 0 g3 0 
C1 0 0 0 ~ i2Wc gl.! 
V 
and n(t) and n (t) are scalar a:d vectcr va2.uec inde~e. ... je!1t G2."..l£:sia:: v:hi~e 
s 
noise processes \.;ith zero me.an and unit spe.:tra2. densi-::ie5, l'€s?e:::tively, 
We assume that G iskno\o:n, and esti::-ate :: , 
ex 
1-' .~. 7 
'0' "0' -8 ' '8 
e 'e 
2 







Input valves for the simulation are listed in Table 2.1. The control 
input 0 e is taken to be a square wave of amplitude 0.02 rad. and of frequency 
0.4- hertz. 
The Power Spectral Density (PSD) based on 512 points of slnulated 
l!'easurerrent noises are shot-.'Il in Figure 2.1. The horizo::1tal line is the 
desired spectral de:1si ty assuming the noise process in ,·:hl te. The n::>ise 
processes shot-m in the figure are seen to be reasonable appT'OxiJr.ations of 
white noise. 
Figure 2.2 shot,·s the PSD of a , and its theoretical asyrr;ptote. Since 
g 
the turbulence is direct proportional to a , its PSJ Hill also have the g 
sar.e shape. 512 points ,"ere used in the computation. 
The rate of convergence of the Riccati rratrix, P, to its steady value 
is examined. The diagonal elerrents are plotted in Figu.."'es 2. 3 and 2.4. 
Note that P converges to its steady state value after al"?roxir.ate1y 12 
iterations. 
Figu.."'e 2.5 is a comparison of the si..-;:ulated time-history a71:1 tr.c 
est:i:nated time-histor"; obtained' from the identification algorithms. T:i~ 
solid lines are'sin:ulated data and the broken lines a.."'e the estmated c~t=. 
The fit is observed to be excellent. 
The residuals a.."'e plotted in Figu.."'e 2.6 ~~d their PSD's OLne plo~ted ~~ 
Figu.."'"'e 2.7. The residual PSI) IS a..""e essentially flat O',Te:r all frequ2:-,::i·::::: .. 
Tne convergenc~ of the est~~ated pardmQters based en 5.12 secon~s ~~ 
data Sh~",T' in Tabli:. 2.2. All para'I£ters converged in siJ.: iterations. T: J" 






ve:r:·y close to the true parameter valUes, Since the last parameter ri is 
the turbulence power, it should measured in decibels, Here the difference 
is less than 2 db. 
Finally, the identification algorithn is applied to other simulated 
data recoros. Each recoro ills the same control input tut the state and 
measu..'"'€meI1t noises are independent from those of the record. The mean arid 
variance of estinated paraJreters are then computed. Tables 2.3 tbru 2. G 
rrean and variance with the true parameter value and the Cra'J1er-?.ao bou."1d. 
The rrean values are very close to the ,true para.'neter value. The va!'iances 









Table 2.1. Data for Simulation 
z = - 1.65 red/sec 
a 
1-1 = - 5Q.O red/sec2 
a 
- 1.65 red/sec 
- 0.Q5 red/sec 
- 52.5 rad/sec2 
25.0 ft2/sec2 
z = 0 o 
M = 0 o 
V = 1~70 ft/sec 
l = 10 ft 
z 
l = 32 ft 
a 
K :: 1. 7 
a 
6 = 0.01 sec 
gl = 0.0805 rad/sec 
g2 = 0.0001 rad/sec 
g3 = 0.01 g 
g4 :: 0.00005 rad 






-- Table 2.3. Statistics of Estimated Parameters 
-r 
~ No. of independe.'1t runs :: 10 
No. of data point for each run :: 256 (2.56 seconds) 
• < Sll1U"J..ATIW TEST 
PAP..A!-ET£R TRill: VAlJJr: C-R BOV.rD }£A:J VR~JC£ 
. '. 
Za - 1.65 - 1.650 
.00011t .08022 
Ma - 54.0 - 54.07 
.057 .068 




- 0.45 - .4525 
.00016 .00018 








Table 2.4. Statistics of Estimated Parameters 
No. of independent runs = 18 
Ho. of data points for eacll run = 512 (5.12 seCXlnds) 
SD-:YJ. .. TIO;~ TEST 
PARh."1:..L.t.RS TRlEVALlE C-R BO"J::n rv:: V.ARIR:CE 








- 1.£5 - .. I - .L • ...,""' .. 
.JOOn .00031 

















Table 2.5. Statistics of Estimated Pararreters 
No. of independent runs = 10 
-
No. of data points for each run = 1024 (10.24 seo:mds) 
STI-rJ.t.ATlO!J TEST 
PAW.:.'1.t.R TR~ VALUE C-R BOu:m l£A!: VAP~1c£' 
Z 




- 54.0 - 54.03 
.0082 .0.}99 
11. 





- 0.45 - .4502 
.000026 .0::10029 












Table 2.6. Statistics of Estbnated Pararneters 
No. of mdependent :runs = 8 
No. of data pomt for each run = 2048 (20.48 seconds> 
PARA'ETER TRUE VALUE 
Za - 1.65 
11 a - 54.0 
M. - 1.65 
e 
Zo - .045 
e 
Ho - 52.5 
e 
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0.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 14.00 16.00 16.0:> 
'6 
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 14.00 16.00 16.00 
!TERRT lOr. 
Cc:wer gerl::e of Stea::y State RJ.c::a-:~ LG ..=.:~::;r 
r 
'b 
0.00 t.oo 8.00 8'.00 Ib.oo 
ITERATION 
0.00 8.00 8.00 10.00 
lTERAT JON 
! 
Converge!1ce of S:ea:Jy S:a:e Rlcca:i Eg.le:::.::: . 
12.00 I~.OO IS.OO le.oo 
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3. FLIGHI' TEST DATA: LOCKHEED JET STAR 
In this section we evaluate the perforn13.l1ce of the identification 
algorithms on flight test data taken on a LocYJheed Jet Star flyin; L~ 
turbulence (courtesy of K. !liff, DFRC). 
3.1. STATE SPACE HODEL DYli.;:lICS 
The Flight data a::mtained only the longitudinal short pe~iod rrode. 
The turbulence was m:xlelled by a Dryden spectn.:m, in t,,:r.ich bot:: the 
intensity and break fre:;,ue::cy were allO',,'ed to be para.r;te~ers to be est:"TT".:i'tec. 
The sensor data vector v(·) consists of: pitch rate, pitch, no~l 
acceleration, and angle of attack. The state equat:'ons can be t,T'itten: 
~(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) + F nsCt) 
vet) = C xCt) + D u(t) + G net) 
\-:here the state (en.'f1anced to include the gust o::;~pent) :'s the ccl.Jr::1 
vec"tc!': 
angle of at'tack a 
s 
pi'tch anr;le 0 
pitch rate 6 






Za 0 1 Za 
0 0 1 0 
A = 11 0 11- !I a e a 

















G = Diag. (C.0005, 0.0001, 0.01, 0.00005) 
In the control deri v=.:::i ve matrix B, it is optional whether Z 15 and 
e 
are allo~"ed to be inC.-=?eIldent pararreters or not. It \\1:.:'uld a:;::~ar 
t:.at m3Jdng ther:: depende."1-= (one a m..1ltiple of the other) yields better 
r.; .... 
--'--
The time history dat=. v.:as su1xl.ivided into five segrrents of su:;.-!:aneuver=-
~h:: A, B, C, D, an:l E. 
Ea=~ ser;ment ... .:a.s processed L"1~e?€ndent]y of t'"r}e others. ln~ 



























spectrum break frequency. Table 3.1 lists the nominal Lockheed Jet Star 
data • 
3.2 • EXPLORATORY COMFUTER Rtr.JS 
Prior to actual pnxessing, mmy exploratory cO'router runs t-lere rede 
to determine the relative role of the various para~ters auxiliarj to t~e 
main derivatives. 
3.2.1 ITERATIONS REQUIRED TO HDUMISE COST FUJJCTIOriAL: TYPICAL CASE • 
In addition to the parameters already listed, ~dditional bias 
parameters as well as ini Hal states \-1ere included. Figure 3.1 shov:s 
the behavior of the cost functional as a function of the nUTber of 
iterations. As may be expected it drops steeply in the beginnin£ and 
flattens out after five or six iterations. The ll''dneuver chosen is 
Jl"dneuver A; the wind tunnel values of the derivatives \·'ere chosen for the 
starting values, and the initial states all set to zero. Table 3.2 Sl'C",'5 
the actual values of the cost functional for each iteration. The initial 
sharp drop occurs as a result of adjustinz the 'lineax:: der€ndent' 
parameters: the biases and the control deri';a-:ives. A plot of the 
behavior of the derivatives in shov.TI in Fi~"'€ 3.2. Tne Ellst scale-le:;i:::~ 
was taken to be L t-l = 1000, the intensity beint; aHo'"ed to be unknO.·11. 
b 
'The starting value for 








3.2.2. EITECT OF CHANGD!G STARITllG DBIVATIVE VI>1JJES. 
It is of interest to determine tIle effect of choice of starting 
values of the derivatives on convergence of iteration and the final values 
of the derivatives estir.'a.ted. This is illustrated using m:meuver A. 
Table 3 sho"s the values of the derivatives for various choices of th~ 
starting values, as "ell as the corresponding final (minirral) values of 
the cost functional. '1'he starting values of the biases and states Here 
set to be ze.."O in all ca~es. Hate that the final values of derivatives 
are relatively insensitive to the starting values. The nu~r of iterations 
to attain the minimising cost functicnal value "ere al"ays four or five, 
and not sensitive enou&~ for inclusion in the table. 
3.2.3. EFFECT OF DElAYI:I~ AHGLE OF ;:.:-::rACK CfF.-\SI.JPJ1), 
Because of the ptysical displace:"ellt c: the vane T:>eaSU!'i.."1b angle 
of attack, an atte:npt ".=s rreee to see t:hether delayir£ the anb1e of at';:a.':l~ 
time histor:; "ith res;e=t to the rest of t~e data ,,'Owe ffive any effec-: Cr" 
derivative e:rtrac"tion. This is s~o,·:-, (Ru.'1 6) in Table 3.3. It is conclu::e.: 
tmt no siQli:ica.""lt ir.';!'Ove:;ent results fro:-, doing t:us. In the rest c: 
the "x:>rk re?Crted the a:~;le 0: attac:: data t:as not delaye.:!. 
th 





TAB L E 3.1 
LOCKHEED JET-STAR DATA (NO:mlAL) 
v = 600 ft/sec 
Weight = 3500 1bs. 
Sampling interval: .02 sec. 
~ = 0 





Z = -1. 5 rad/ sec 
a 
II = -8.82 rad/sec 2 a 
~.~ = -1.4 rad/sE:c 
Z6 = -0.11 rad/sec 








naneuver A, as is to be expected because the t:im2 history duration is J10t 
large enough. To remedy this, maneuvers A, B, C, and D were combined, and 
same changes rrade in the break frequency. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 ShOH the 
estinated gust spectrum. The effect even here does not appear to be 
significant, because the time-history is still not long enou[;h. 
3.2.5. ITfECI' OF l'lAKil JS Z 0 
e 
DEPDIDDIT ON ~10 
e 
As mentioned earlier, the control derivatives Zo and Ho J:"ay be 
e e 
allCY ..... ed to be independently determined, or one allOl-Ied to be a 1IT.ll ti;:>le of 
the other, and the coefficient of multiplication estimated. Table 3.3, 
run 9 shot ... s the effect of naklng them dependent. As compared to the 
standard nm, run 1, in the same table ~ there does not appear to be any 
significant cha"1ge, except pe!'ha?S in the value of Z 0 itself • 
e 
3 .3 HAm Pl:StJL':'S 
In this section we prese:1t the rdin results of del'ivative e:..'tr'ac-::ic!'. 
The results on each maneuver <hone grouped and identi:iec by the se.;me:;t 0: 
tine-historj': A, B, C, D, E, CD, and P.ocD. In all the cases, th-2 ste:-.:i!:!:. 
values of the derivative.::; we!'e the h'inj-turmel values, tf-th th";.' i."1itiC: 
states all set to be zero, cr.::: L tah"~"1 to be 1000. 
h' [, 
For each m=.meuver a se-: 0: flve :ir'.IY'cs, ead' clearly ide."1ti:J..e~ :'Y 















Note that Clg yields (an estimate 0:) the actual gust inc:'dent \ "avefon:>. 
The p.s.d. derived fro!"" t::is. the estir.ate:l bust ;:>.s,d., is also shoH). 
T'ne figures have been ns.:.ere:l conse:::utivel::, fn:'1'\ !'ig. 3.= tr.!'u fi[. 3.2? 
The par'aJ"".eter values fcr all these raneclvers a.'-d the C.P. ooWids (:n 
parer.t"1esis) are tah.ll::-:e:: in Talle 3.4. [bally :igtll'e 3.40 S"1;)'.-:5 the 
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. Rd'1 1 
n'. '1 2 
R~~I 3 
R0~1 II 






Me (i 20 MO as(O) qeD) 11 118 26 a wn n c 
-9.79 -1.43 -.098 -8.15 25.20 .011 -.276 -.015 -.0022 
-9.79 -1.43 -.098 -8.15 25.18 .011 -.276 -.015 -.0022 
-9.79 -1.43 -.098 -8.15 25.17 .011 -.276 -.015 -.0022 
-9.79 -1.43 -.098 -8.15 25.19 .011 -.276 -.015 -.0022 
-9.76 -1.44 -.096 -8.17 25.78 .009 -.277 0.0 0.0 
-9.86 -1.57 -.066 -8.15 26.95 .012 -.276 -. 011~ -.0006 
-9.89 -1.43 -.110 -8.2Il 11.95 .010 -.279 -.010 -.0021 
-9.79 _1.113 -.098 -8.16 50.13 .012 -.276 -.027 -.0022 
-g.73 -1.44 -.0'/5 -8.04 25.90 .012 -.272 -.015 -.0021 
--~-- --- -- --
Start at \1ind 'funnel Value. 
Start at -1.3, -10.84, -1.83, -.001, -7.16,10.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
Start dt -1.0, -15.0, -2.0, 0., -5.0, 2.U, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a 
Start at -2.0, -5.0, -.5, -.3, -15.0, 2.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 











Start at ',1~11d 'I\mr'.el Value, a rrcaS\.l!'CJTent delayed .04 second (2 data points) 
Start at \lind n... .. mcl V,uue, lw =500 
St,lI"'t at \'hnd 'funnel Value, L..R = 2000 
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Zet l1a Me Ze Me 0
2 
... '-R w • ____ '-1 • .:... e e g 
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C -1. ... 7 (.0429) 
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I' 
-:'.hJ (.041.,9 ) 
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.. , 
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4. FLIGHI' TEST DATA: EVAIlJATION OF nrn"::::R-INPUl'. 
One of the unresolves questions in parameter identification is the need 
for a conscious m:mual input by the pilot. In all the identification 
cases studies and reported, t:iJre histories were chosen which contained an 
impulse-like pilot input (cases A, B, C, D, E). In order to study the 
possibility of using a dither-like input instead, we took portions of the 
data where there was no sustained pilot L~put. Instead of the segMents 
A, B, C, D, E as before, we used the sew.ents r:arked ''X., and 'Y" on 
Figure 4.0 which shows the total Jet Sta!' tine-history available. The 
section X and Y are \-,"ell beyond the pilo~ i..,,?ulses, t~e pilot b~'..lt 
excursion beinf no,,, al1rcst "dither-like". 
The parar"leter extraction prot;ram v'as a;:plied to the seQ"'l"J1ts X and 
Y, and the results obtained are sho'm in a series of figu."'es. Fi,s-ure 4.1 
shows the time-histories of t~ sensor da:~ as t:ell as the (dither) inputs 
corresponding to the seg:'€nt X. The est~atej values for 0, w, n
z
' and ex 
are shoun in broken lines in the sa.""e fib'...:::-e for cc;:;:::!."'is .... n. Since tre 
scale chosen rray tend to obscure the discr€?-L~c)', !'i['..1r'e 4.2 S:-.Oi '::: t:-.e 
actual error time-histories, no,,' to a d:'::er€nct scale. FiC..l!."'e 4.:3 sho"", 
the (Kalrer.) est~~tes of t~e states. T.,~ ~.s.c. 0: t~e est:.ra:ej 
turbuleJ1ce is given in !'igu.."'e 4. ~, and tr-:: ? s.d. ISO: the E t er!'C'!~S 
given in Figu.."'€s 4.6 thru 4.10. 
The es"tl.1re.te~ parameter valu~s for D:::. dlth.:;r se.;r=...:.t:s, as . -2:1 c.~ 
, ... 
- ..... J ,-
• 
! 
have also shown the wind-tunnel values for purposes of conparison. The 
large error in HZ;; 
e 
is expected, being a control derivative. The discrepancy 
in Me' a stability derivative, is a surprise. The values of Z a and 
Ma obtained are close to "those obtained in rraneuvers A and E, as expected. 
The corresponding degrada"tion in control perfo~ce has be~~ calculated 
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Segment X Maneuver A Segment Y Maneuver E 
- 1.41 -1.45 -1.38 -1.38 
-9.42 -9.79 -7.34 -8.03 
-0.53 -1.43 -1.31 -1.83 
-6.04 -8.15 -10.49 -8.03 
26.84 25.20 1177.5 305.98 
TAB L E 4.1 
Estimated Para~ters: Dither Input and Gust 
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In this Appendix we examine a question basic to dll digital computer 
processing of flight test data: whether the basic aircraft dynrurics should 
be rrodelled as a continous-time process or a discrete-tirE process. \:e 
show that even though all digital computers sample the data before processin;, 
the choice between the two models - continous-tirne vs. discrete-t~e is not 
clear-cut - that, in fact, for flight test data processinL: considered in 
this report, the cont inous-tilne rrodel is Jrore efficient, overall. 
It is sufficient, for this purpose, to study the linear (KaJ.n:m) 
filtering probleJ'l. In order not to clutter the J"lain thread 0= ideas \d.th 
ur~ecessary mathematical details we shall only consider the case where the 
state-space dimension is one and there is only one observation. Tnus let 
the system model be: 
= a x(t) 
yet) = c x(t) 
+ f n (t) 
s 
+ g net) 
where ns(t) is a \-;hi"te nOl.se pr'O::ess m.th unit s;'Cctral aer.51.·:Y. The 
3cb signal bandmdth (u-Jo-s:.ccd) is th'.:-n 
2 a 
"2:-1 















continous-time Kalmm filterinG theory we take net) to be white Gaussian. 
Let the spectral density of net) be unity, and let us take c = 1. Then 
the steady-state Kalman filter is given by: 
. 
~ (t) = 
,. 
(a - p) x (t) + p yet) 
where p is given by 
The nnin difficulty in applying the continuous-tire theory is that 'g' is 
essentially unknov.n, sin8e 'white noise' is only a :ic"tion, and ,.;hat is 
really meant is that the noise-band,-.'idth is large corpared to that of the 
signal. No .... , if the time-history is long enough, \,e May allow 'g' to be 
a parameter to be chosen by 'r..ini.1lising' (since \ole are taking c = 1): 
1 
T 
He !n3.y also estll>ate analytically th:; quant':::-y: 
,. 2 E [(x(t) - x(t) J 




-B < A < B 
= 0 




2 4 'IT fc (1 
H~Te the 3-db break freque.'1cy is f c Note that in ei tner case the total 
power is 2 a • Since 
x(t) - ~(t) = e(t) 
satisfies: 
• e (t) = -(1 + n/r2) e (t) - f n (t) 
- ~ s 
+ (FIr?) net) 




by integrating the spectral density: 
for Case 1 
= 
and for Case 2 
= 
The results of calculations are sho· ... n in figures A-I aId A-2, ~.~ich plct 
R versus g. Hote that the optiJral choice of g for Case 1 is 
c 
while for Case 2 it is 














Let us now consider tre situation we really want to study where the 
observation yet) is san;>led with sampling interval !J.. In Jrost engineering 
trea"brents, we then proceed to write dov.1J'l the corresponding discrete-time 
version of the system nodel: 
where 
where 
+ r N (n!J.) 
s 
N (.) is a white noise (sequence) and 
s 
Yn = xn + n (nlJ.) 
r = Jlji:. (J: -5 ) e ds • f 
2 2 E [n(n!J.) ] = a 
E [ N (nlJ.)2] = 1 s 
In the discrete-time Y-alman filter the assumption is made that the noise 
s~les n(n!J.) a.~ uncorrelated, leading to the filter equations: 




k = e211 p + r2 
e2~ p + r2 + f2 
The lTl3 .. :.n point to be rrade is that the asst.l11ption of independence is 
incorrect for the aircraft data since the sarrpling rate of 50 sanples/sec 
is 10 times as much as the t-tyquist rate of the aircraft recoponse. l-Ience 
-the Kalman filter error variance ~ill be larger than the noMinal value p. 
The actual error variance 
E [(x _ ~)2] 
n n 
will depend upon the spectral density sh~:?e 0: the nmse process. \':e S'"k:.l1 






e = e (1 - k ) e 










Note that y 
2B, and y < 
E [ = e 2 J. n 
= B l!. 
> 1. if the sampling rate is slffiller than the Nyquist rate of 
2 
1 otherwise. In particular 
"2 
y = 0.05 
when the samplin.; rate is 10 times the llyquist rate. vJe have 
where 
T = (1 - k ) ell 
Tan -1 (1 + T Tan;ry) 
1 - T 
To shO\v the difference benleen the use of the contlnous-time m.:x:le1 versus 
~ the discrete, we have p10tte~ in Figure A-3, the ratio 0: ~d to corres~=n=~~­




that as the sar.rpling rate increases, the error on the discrete-,'X>C!~l 
increases. The increase depends 0:1 the noise bardwidth B, increasine t-'ith 
B. 
Similar calculations carried out for Case 2 are plotted in Figure 
A-4 where the continous-t:i.me m:xIel uses i = L. The curves a....-.e 
nfc 
similar. Note that again the substantial increase in error for tit: discrite-





































































































































Fig. A .3: P.atio 0: Discrete f::.: :erl:';g £rTCr 'tc ~-:,":l:';:;:;'';=, 
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